
Correct Disposal of this product 
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This marking indicates that this product should not be disposed with 

other household wastes throughout the EU. To prevent possible 

harm to the environment or human health from uncontrolled waste 

disposal, recycle it responsibly to promote the sustainable reuse of 

material resources. To return your used device, please use the 

return and collection systems or contact the retailer where the 

product was purchased. They can take this product for environ

mental safe recycling. 

OWNER' 

&CAUTION 

Please read all precautions and 
instructions in this manual before 
using this equipment. 

S MANUAL 

This marking indicates that this product should not be disposed with 

other household wastes throughout the EU. To prevent possible 

harm to the environment or human health from uncontrolled waste 

disposal, recycle it responsibly to promote the sustainable reuse of 

material resources. To return your used device, please use the 

return and collection systems or contact the retailer where the 

product was purchased. They can take this product for environ

mental safe recycling. 

FCC Warning

This device complies with part 15 of the FCC Rules. Operation is subject to the 

following two conditions: (1) This device may not cause harmful interference, and 

(2) this device must accept any interference received, including interference that 
may cause undesired operation.

NOTE 1: This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a 

Class A digital device, pursuant to part 15 of the FCC Rules. These limits are designed 
to provide reasonable protection against harmful interference when the equipment is 

operated in a commercial environment. This equipment generates, uses, and can 

radiate radio frequency energy and, if not installed and used in accordance with the 

instruction manual, may cause harmful interference to radio communications. 

Operation of this equipment in a residential area is likely to cause harmful 
interference in which case the user will be required to correct the interference at his 

own expense.

NOTE 2: Any changes or modifications not expressly approved by the party 

responsiblefor compliance could void the user’s authority to operate the equipment.









Technical Parameter

NO.

Packing List

2

Speed scope：  1--20（Km/h） 

Incline scope：  0--15%

Time scope：  00:00:00-99:59:59+（Min.：Sec.）

Distance scope：  0-999+（Km）

Calorie：  0-999+（Kilocalorie）

Input voltage：  220V±15% （50Hz或60Hz）

Motor power ：  3.0 Hp （Max 7 Hp）

Surrounding temperature：  0-40 °C

Tray handle

Frame of upright pole

Cylindrical head hexagon bolt  M6*12 

Cylindrical head hexagon bolt  M6*16

Cylindrical head hexagon bolt  M8*85

Cylindrical head hexagon bolt  M10*30

Spring washer  M6（black）

Spring washer  M6

Spring washer  M8

Spring washer  M10

Plate washer M6

Tool

Oil pot

Specification

Electronic watch holder

Description

Mainframe

Electronic watch

Quantity

1 PC

1 PC

1 PC

1 PC

2 PCS

2 PCS

4 PCS

4 PCS

4 PCS

4 PCS

4 PCS

1 SET
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Running Belt

DAILY MAINTERANCE

The running belt of the treadmill is imported which was 
made from special materials with lower coefficient of 
friction and higher of  tensile strength; the running 
board is with double shock-absorb system and which 
surface is smooth and hard wearing.

Lubricating
It can prolong the life of treadmill to keep it in clean 
situation, so it’s necessary to clean usually the 
exposed running  board and side foot-board, to wipe 
running belt by soft cloths with water, please pay 
attention to prevent the water  from the underside of 
belt and over.
The treadmill uses the auto-lubricating system. When 
the console test the total distance reached the 
pre-setted distance in the system,the lubricating 
motor begin to work.During using ,user should check 
the auto-lubricating system  timely. Add the oil quickly 
if find the oil bottle is empty. If the auto-lubricating 
system don’t work well,please call the dealer quickly. 

Adjusting to loose or tight belt
The running belt was adjusted before it left the factory 
and after  assembling, but after a period of usage, the 
belt will become loose, this circumstance is out of 
guarantee to be repaired. The user can  adjust it by 
oneself .the loose belt will slip, but over much tight belt 
perhaps harms the motor, roller and itself. 

Solution
Remove the key and UNPLUG THE POWER CORD. 
Using the allen wrench, turn both rear roller adjust-
ment bolts counterclockwise, 1/4 of a turn. When the 
walking belt is properly tightened, you should be able 
to lift each side of the walking belt 5 to 6 cm off the 
walking platform. Be careful to keep the walking belt 
centred. Plug in the power cord, insert the key and 
run the treadmill for a few minutes. Repeat until the 
walking belt is properly tightened.

The walking belt is off-centre
All the running belt were adjusted before the treadmill 
left the factory or after assembling,but after a period of 
usage,the belt will off-centre,this circumstance is from 
the following causes:
  (1)  The treadmill is not horizontal.
  (2)  The feet of user do not stand on the center of    
         belt.
  (3) The two feet of user are with different strengths.

Solution
Usually it can return after several minutes’ moving, but 
if it can’t, please adjust the bolt which is at the end of  
treadmill  at unit of half-circle by a allen wrench. If the 
belt slant to left, please adjust the left boltclock-wisely 
or adjust the right bolt counter clock-wisely(B).If the 
belt slant to right, it’s adjusted oppositely(C).Repeat 
until the walking belt is centred(The side of running 
belt in the label’s green colour)(D). 
The excentric running belt is out of guarantee .The 
user adjust it by oneself. 

More attention:The excentric belt will strictly harm 
itself,so the user must adjust it once find this circum-
stance.

More attention: it’s not over much tight, much better.  
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